Abstract-Network coding refers to the capability of coding incoming information flows before transmitting to other nodes in the network, beyond the traditional capabilities of message forwarding and replication on a network node. It has been envisioned that network coding is best applied to overlay networks, in which network nodes are computers at the edge of the Internet and are sufficiently capable and flexible to perform coding operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a peer-to-peer content dissemination session, all nodes, except the content source, are interested in receiving the content. To achieve scalable content dissemination, nodes in the network are invited to contribute their upload bandwidth to redistribute content, in an effort to alleviate the load on dedicated content servers. In such a design, such as BitTorrent [1] , there does not exist any rigid topological structure among peers. Peers connect with each other at will and are completely flexible to network dynamics due to node failures and joins. However, peers must communicate with each other in order to avoid redundant data being sent to the same node, resulting in excessive communication overhead and lack of flexibility to network dynamics.
In recent work, Gkantsidis et al. [2] proposed the idea of facilitating BitTorrent-like peer-to-peer content dissemination using network coding. It was noted that, with a small communication overhead, the application of network coding eliminates the need for reconciliation between peers. Network coding refers to the capability of coding incoming information flows before transmitting to other nodes in the network, beyond the traditional capabilities of message forwarding and replication on a network node. All pieces of information being transmitted are linear combinations of the original pieces. The coding operations are performed in Galois field that preserves the size of the original pieces, i.e., they consume no additional bandwidth, resulting in efficient utilization of network bandwidth. As nodes in peer-to-peer communication sessions are end systems at the edge of the Internet, they are assumed to be computationally capable to perform such coding operations. Therefore, it is feasible to implement such an idea in real-world peer-to-peer communication sessions.
At present, however, the application of network coding in peer-to-peer content dissemination has only been accompanied with only simulation-based studies. In this paper, we implement RapidFlow, a peer-to-peer content dissemination system with network coding, and use such an implementation to study both advantages and disadvantages of using network coding in peer-to-peer content dissemination. Among other algorithms, RapidFlow implements randomized network coding, where all coded blocks are linear combinations of the original blocks with random coefficients. It eliminates any additional communication between peers to reconcile their differences.
With the RapidFlow implementation, we were able to conduct a first batch of empirical experiments to study the effects of network coding in peer-to-peer content dissemination sessions. We have observed that network coding can conserve up to 20% of bandwidth as compared to a vanilla peer-topeer protocol in which peers simply act as relays of received content blocks. However, due to the computational overhead of coding, the time to complete a content dissemination session has actually increased, when to compared to our vanilla peerto-peer content dissemination protocol without using network coding.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II reviews various architectures of peer-to-peer content dissemination systems and the benefit of network coding. In Sec. III, we present the implementation of RapidFlow, and our initial set of empirical studies using RapidFlow to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of using network coding in peer-topeer content dissemination. Sec. IV concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We consider a peer-to-peer content dissemination session, which consists of one source peer and a collection of receiving peers (receivers). The objective of the receivers is to receive the content to be disseminated in the shortest period of time, whereas the objective of a source peer is the ability to serve as many receivers as possible. In a conventional client-server model, both of these objectives are limited by the upload capacity of the source, and the throughput to the receivers degrades as the number of peers in the session increases.
To be more scalable, recent peer-to-peer content dissemination protocols, such as BitTorrent [1] , organize nodes into a peer-to-peer network. In these protocols, the source divides the content to be disseminated, e.g., a file in the file system, into n blocks of a fixed size and send these blocks to the receivers. A receiving peer receives these blocks from one or more participating peers, referred to as its upstream peers. In return, they also contributes their uplink bandwidth to relay certain received blocks to its downstream peers. A receiver eventually reconstructs the original file once it receives all n blocks.
In the ideal case of BitTorrent design, nodes receive disjoint sets of blocks from their peers. In practice, without complete knowledge of the available blocks on peers, a node may receive redundant blocks, leading to a waste of bandwidth. Content reconciliation algorithms have been proposed to improve bandwidth utilization, with the cost of exchanging block availability information between peers, or between a peer and a dedicated "tracking" server.
To further improve the efficiency with respect to bandwidth usage and to minimize the messaging overhead of exchanging block availability information, it has been proposed that participating peers not only relay and replicate received blocks of content, but also code them. Such an idea has been recently proposed by Gkantsidis and Rodriguez in Avalanche [2] . It is in line with recent theoretical advances of network coding [3] , [4] , which have been introduced to improve session throughput in directed networks. Based on the principles of network coding, Lun et al. has also proposed decentralized optimization algorithms to achieve minimum-cost multicast. These proposals attempt to use network coding to either minimize the cost on the links, or eliminate the needs for content reconciliation between peers, the main source of the communication overhead.
We consider Avalanche as an example. Similar to conventional peer-to-peer content dissemination such as BitTorrent, the file of interest is also divided into n blocks of the same size, referred to as the original blocks {b 1 , · · · , b n }. In Avalanche, rather than transmitting or relaying these original blocks, each peer generates and sends coded blocks, which are linear combinations of original blocks. We consider each peer in the peer-to-peer session. The blocks it has received from its upstream peers are {b 1 A set of coded blocks are linearly independent if none of them can be expressed as a linear combination of others. Intuitively, any coded block that is linearly dependent of existing coded blocks is considered redundant, since this block can be produced from the existing ones. Therefore, in order to maximize the efficiency of using bandwidth, the set of coefficients must be carefully chosen so that a receiving peer is unlikely to receive linearly dependent blocks. Unless peers cooperate to choose such coding coefficients, it is difficult to design a decentralized and deterministic algorithm to ensure the blocks are all linearly independent with each other. For this reason, randomized network coding [5] has been proposed, in which each peer independently generates randomized coding coefficients. Avalanche adopts the idea of randomized network coding to produce the coding coefficients.
After a peer has received at least n coded blocks that are linearly independent, it can recover the original blocks by taking the inverse of the coding matrix (which is full rank). The coding matrix is the combination of coefficients used to generate each coded block from a set of original blocks. They are easy to compute in the coding process, and are embedded in each coded block to be sent as one self-contained application-layer message to a downstream peer.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF NETWORK CODING
USING RapidFlow Though the use of network coding in peer-to-peer content dissemination applications seems promising, to the best of our knowledge, there have not been any experimental studies on the advantages and drawbacks of using network coding, using real-world implementations of network coding and data transmissions with actual TCP connections. In this paper, we present our initial experiences and preliminary results with RapidFlow, our implementation of a peer-to-peer content dissemination application using network coding. The purpose of implementing RapidFlow is to evaluate network coding in realistic peer-to-peer environments.
The RapidFlow testbed is based on a scalable engine of switching application-layer messages from multiple incoming message flows from upstream peers, to multiple outgoing message flows to downstream peers. These message flows can be either stream socket (TCP) or datagram socket (UDP) connections. Our application-layer message switch is designed to consume minimal memory footprint and CPU cycles, and to be flexible to accept a wide variety of message-processing "plug-in" algorithms. The engine is based on our earlier work on iOverlay [6] , a lightweight middleware framework to facilitate the distributed implementation of overlay algorithms. In addition to the application-layer message switch, we have implemented all the software components required to perform network coding on GF(2 8 ). All our experiments are conducted on a cluster of dual-CPU servers. We now discuss some additional technical challenges in the implementation of RapidFlow, as well as our initial experiences with RapidFlow.
A. Technical Challenges
In the design of RapidFlow, we first need to convey the coding coefficients used in each of the coded blocks to the receiver. As a coded block is a linear combination of the original blocks, it can be uniquely identified by its coding coefficients, referred to as the signature of the coded block. A signature can be represented as an array of n coding coefficients c k , (k = 1, . . . , n), such that if the original blocks are
In the implementation of RapidFlow, every time a peer transmits a coded block to its downstream peer, it embeds the signature in the application-level header of a coded block, making it self-contained. The overhead introduced by embedding the signature is small, as long as the number of original blocks n is much smaller than the number of bytes in an original block s.
When the size of the content to be disseminated increases, we need to either consequently increase the block size s, or alternatively increase the number of blocks n. Intuitively, if we increase n with the same block size s, the overhead of embedding the signature will be larger. If we increase s with the same number of blocks n, the overhead of embedding the signature will be smaller. In both cases, since the coding process may be slower. What is the best n and s to be used in RapidFlow in order to achieve the best coding performance?
To answer this question, we performed two simple experiments. We first set n = 10 and vary s from 1 KB to 1 MB, and measure the time needed to code. The encoding time is the time taken by a peer to generate a set of randomized coding coefficients and to produce one coded block. The decoding time is the time taken by the receiver to reconstruct the original file from n coded blocks received. Each peer is allocated a dedicated CPU (Intel Pentium IV Xeon 3.6GHz). We observe from the experimental results (Table I ) that, though more blocks are required to represent a file with a smaller block size, both encoding and decoding times grow linearly with respect to the block size. In the second experiment, we set the block size to be 50 KB, and vary the number of blocks from 1 to 10000. The results are shown in Table II . We observe that, as the original file is segmented into more than 100 blocks, the decoding time on a receiver grows rapidly, even with modern processors. Though the growth of encoding times is not as dramatic, it still introduces a considerable amount of delay in the transmission of coded blocks, since they are accumulative from hop to hop. These results have suggested that it may be best for the number of blocks to be very small (around 10) to avoid introducing excessive latencies in peer-to-peer content dissemination sessions. From these two experiments, we conclude that, compared to the block size s, the number of blocks n plays a much more significant role on the encoding and decoding times.
Next, we consider technical challenges with respect to the generation of coded blocks on each peer. In RapidFlow, the source generates code blocks based on all n original blocks. Each peer generate new coded blocks for their downstream peers as coded blocks are received (and cached locally). A peer may generate coded blocks for each downstream peer using only recently received blocks; it may also choose to code recently received blocks with cached blocks to further reduce the probability of producing linearly dependent blocks. In RapidFlow, we propose to code recently received blocks with a random subset of cached blocks, to maintain reasonable encoding times. When should a peer start to generate new coded blocks, and how many new blocks should it generate for each downstream peer? Let R i be the set of coding coefficients of blocks that peer i has received so far. Let S i,j be the set of coding coefficients of linearly independent blocks that i has sent to its downstream peer j. Upon receiving a block, a peer caches it and adds its coding coefficients to R i if it is linearly independent to the existing ones in R i . In RapidFlow, a peer i generates one new coded block for each downstream peer j every time it receives a new linearly independent block in i. In addition, to ensure that all blocks sent from i to j are linearly independent (so that bandwidth is not wasted), i caches coding coefficients of the blocks that it has sent to j in S i,j . Peer i then uses its cache as a reference when producing the next coded block for j.
Although each peer never receives linearly dependent blocks from the same upstream peer, it might receive linearly dependent blocks that are sent by different upstream peers. From our experiments, we found that the more upstream peers a peer has, the higher probability a linearly dependent block is received and discarded. Such an observation is due to the shared path from the source to the upstream peers of a particular peer. An example this observation is shown in Fig. 1 , where dotted lines represent an overlay path and solid lines represent an overlay link. Since T 2 and T 3 share the same upstream peer T 1 , the two coded blocks c This problem is coupled with our particular implementation of randomized network coding. It can be eliminated by postponing encoding of new blocks until all n blocks are received, which significantly prolongs the downloading time, especially for peers farther away from the source. For this reason, we trade the bandwidth for better download speed since network coding already introduces a considerable amount of delay. For the purpose of comparisons, we also implement a simple BitTorrent-like file dissemination algorithm, in which a peer randomly forwards received blocks to its downstream peers. For a fair comparison, this algorithm is tested on the same topologies used by RapidFlow.
We now present an initial set of experiments using RapidFlow, showing the advantage and disadvantage of network coding, in comparison with dissemination without using network coding. Our focus is on the performance of network coding in terms of bandwidth efficiency and the time to complete the downloading process. The experiments are conducted in random topologies, scaled from 10 peers to 100 peers. In order to ensure that every peer can receive the file to be disseminated, we let each peer randomly choose peers that have not received any data as downstream peers. In our typical test runs, the file to be disseminated is of size 5 MB and is divided into 10 blocks, i.e., s = 500 KB. We assume that a peer may leave the session once it completes its download, which is the usual behavior of peers in peer-topeer networks. The source peer also leaves the session once its direct downstream peers complete the downloading process.
One of the advantages of using network coding is to use available bandwidth more efficiently. In Fig. 2 , bandwidth efficiency is defined as the ratio between (1) the average number of bytes received by a peer before it can completely reconstruct the original file; and (2) the actual file size. The higher the ratio, the less bandwidth-efficient the algorithm is. We observe that network coding improves bandwidth efficiency by up to 20% (about 10% on average). However, we have observed that the encoding time introduced at each hop during transmission has aversely affected the total time to complete the download. Especially, peers farther away from the source experience longer downloading times than the ones close to the source. The downloading time records the duration from the first coded block was sent from the source, to the time the original file is completely reconstructed at a receiving peer, assuming that the coded blocks can be produced offline on the source. The average download time of all peers in the peer-to-peer session is presented in Fig. 3 . It indicates that network coding leads to 50% longer download times in RapidFlow. We also observe that coding times increase as the number of blocks increases. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented RapidFlow, an implementation of network coding in peer-to-peer content dissemination sessions. RapidFlow represents our future research direction towards evaluating the advantages and drawbacks of network coding using a real-world implementation, rather than simulation-based studies. Our first batch of experiments have shown that, though network coding has led to more efficient use of bandwidth, it has significantly affected the time to complete the downloading process on each peer. We are still in the process of investigating the cause to this observation, and explore possibilities of improving our algorithms to mitigate such negative effects of using network coding.
